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Abstract. Wafer-defect maps can provide important information about 

manufacturing defects. The information can help to identify bottlenecks in the 

semiconductor manufacturing process. The main goal is to recognize random versus 

patterned defects. A patterned defect shows that a step in the process is not 

performed correctly. If same defect occurs multiple times, then the yield can rapidly 

decrease. This article proposes a method for yield improvement and defect 

recognition by using a feed-forward neural network. The neural network classifies 

wafer-defect maps into classes. Each class represents certain defect on the map. The 

neural network was trained, tested and validated using a wafer-defect maps dataset 

containing real defects inspired from manufacturing process.  
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1. Introduction 

As semiconductor devices are being incorporated into more and more devices, the need 

of producing high-performance cost-effectively integrated circuits’ (IC) increases. The 

semiconductor IC fabrication process is complex, containing various processing steps, 

among the most important being crystal growth, photolithography, etching, thermal 

oxidation, implant, deposition. The sand used for wafers growth has to be very clean. It 

is heated above its melting point and then a pure silicon seed crystal is placed into the 

molten sand bath. While being rotated, the seed is pulled out resulting an ingot. The ingot 

is sliced into very thin wafers. Wafers are polished till are very smooth and then they are 

going through other steps where new layers of material are added. During the flow, the 

wafers can be affected by adhesion of dust or particles, cracks, scratches, contaminants, 

process variations, operators or equipment errors that can cause defects.  
Probing has an important role in the management of manufacturing process being 

also used for finding defects. Rapid defect learning and reduction is important in order 

to quickly find the processes where the failure appears. Defect reduction can be achieved 

by: 

� defects detection  

� defect classification 

� source defects identification 

� process correction in order to eliminate or reduce the defects 

� monitoring the process for yield excursions. 
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Over the last period, the semiconductor companies are keenly seeking ways for 

elimination of the defects in order to improve the yield. Defect pattern recognition, 

clustering and classification is one of the well-investigated ways. Clustering defects 
refers to grouping the defects with closer relationship. Clustering may indicate an 

external surface damage, such as a scratch or also the wrong manipulation with the wafer. 

Many studies were done by the researchers in this area. Young-Seon Jeong et al., in 

their paper [1], were showing a new methodology for classifying the defect patterns and 

also detecting the special autocorrelations using spatial correlogram. Their method was 

robust despite of the location and size of the defect. 

Late in 2017, Kouta Nakata et al. [2] are presenting a way for monitoring the failure 

pattern, identifying the cause and also monitoring the failure recurrence by using 

machine learning and data mining algorithms. They are using: 

� K-Means++ for pattern monitoring [3] 

� FPGrowth for identification [4] 

� standard supervised learning approach for recurrence. 

The recent paper of Takeshi Nakazawa [5] is focused on defect pattern classification 

and image retrieval using Convolutional Neural Networks (CNN). The image retrieval 

is using a binary code generated for each wafer map.  

Another paper focused on same subject is [6]. It describes the classification of 

missed-type defect patterns using CNN. Using both simulated and also real examples, 

CNN performed significantly better even if mixed pattern defects are on a wafer with 

random defects. Moreover, the paper presents a detailed way of generating WBM data 

that mimics a real WBM dataset. 

Single and mixed defects patterns using deep machine learning based approach were 

studied by [7]. At first, the random noise is filtered out with a spatial filter followed by 
the defect separation into single and mixed patterns. The single patterns are identified 

using randomized general regression network and the missed patterns are identified using 

deep structural convolutional network. 

Clustering the defective patterns on wafers was also presented in [8]. The method 

used was based on the defect spatial dependence across all the wafers. The system was 

called DDPfinder and it uses the dominant defect as the base for clustering the patterns.   

1.1 Defect Patterns and Recognition 

The result of probing process is showed in wafer maps. Probing means testing of 

potential future chips while they are still part of the wafer. In Figure 1 can be seen the 

wafer map where the potential future chips represented as squares (also known as dice). 

A die can be pass (good die) or fail (bad die). In the figure, to a good die is associated 

the binary value 0 and to a bad die is associated the binary value 1.  
The detailed problem is described in Chapter 2. The main goal of the paper is to 

automatically recognize patterns in wafer maps after probing. For better understanding 

of defects and patters were created few examples. The first example is shown in Figure 

1 and illustrates a wafer map. As can be seen, the bad dice are located and clustered in 

the top part of the wafer. It can be, for example, the incorrect manipulation with the wafer 

or the defect of the prober (probe tool).  
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Figure 1. Example of the wafer map 

 

Defect types: 
 

� Random defects (Figure 2) – bad dice are located in random positions. If no 

pattern is visible then wafer map is not so helpful regarding bottlenecks 

identification in manufacturing process.  
 

Figure 2. Example of random defects 
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 � Patterns in following Figure 3 

 
a) RING_CENTER – bad dice are located around the center of the 

wafer. 

b) RING_CENTER_FILLED – bad dice are located in the center. 

c) TOP_CLUSTER – bad dice are clustered in the top half-part.  

d) RIGHT_TOP_EDGE – bad dice are located in the right top edge. 

e) SCRATCH – bad dice are showed as a line (straight or skewed). 

 

 

  

Figure 3. Patterns a) Ring Center; b) Ring Center Filled; c) Top Cluster; d) Right top edge; e) Scratch 

 

 

This paper is focusing on providing a method for improving the yield by finding 

the defect die using a feed-forward neural network. The article is structured as follows. 

In the first chapter, a brief overview of the manufacturing process flow is given, followed 
by the state of the art. The chapter continues with the description of defects and defects 

patterns. The second chapter describes the problem. The solution proposed and the 

experiments are presented in chapter 3, respectively Chapter 4. The paper ends with 

Chapter 5 - Conclusions.  
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2. Problem description 

The main problem during manufacturing process relates to high number of bad dice on 

the wafer that cause low yield. Let’s say, on a wafer are 30 dice. If 3 of them are failed 
during the tests and 27 are passed, then it results in a 90% yield. Therefore, only 90% of 

the chips will be ready for shipping. This is called die yield, and it decreasing based on 

the number of total defective dice.  

As already mentioned at the beginning of this chapter, the number of bad dice 

decrease yield. The paper main goal is to present a method for increasing the yield. Based 

on various reasons (for example: human error, machine error, combination of both), in 

most of the cases the yield will not reach 100%. The die yield loss reasons can be random 

and non-random. 

When a certain type of scratch appears regularly in a similar place on the wafer, it 

shows that it is probably caused by a non-random event. The scratches could be due to 

machine error and the defects on the wafer can caused by the operator. A machine can 
get damaged and scratch the wafers but also a person can manipulate the wafers 

incorrectly. The operators are using tools and equipment that can also damage the chips.  

The yield, respectively productivity can be increased by identifying the 

bottlenecks. In manufacturing, from time to time you can meet a slow process. This is so 

called bottleneck and it refers to a process that accumulates the longest queue. A 

bottleneck can be automatically identified by: 

� using mathematical computations (analytically) 

� running a digital model for a period of time 

� analyzing the process data. 

By analyzing the data can be found diverse defect patterns on the wafer that can 

reveal important information about the abnormalities. One of the way of recognizing the 
defect patterns is by using machine learning techniques, such as: 

� clustering algorithms using Bayesian interface 

� using  correlograms 

� multi class support vector machine (SVM) 

� CNN 

� fuzzy rules. 

3. Proposed method 

The method proposed in this article is focused on identification of process bottlenecks 

using pattern recognition. The method’s steps are: 

1. data preprocessing and transformation 

2. configuration and training of a neural network 
3. classification of new items (wafer defect maps) 

4. identification of bottlenecks in a process. 
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3.1. Process Description 

 
 

Figure 4. Activity Diagram. 

3.2. Load Data, Preprocessing and Transformation 

The classification accuracy mainly depends on the data quality. Low-quality data may 

lead to the training of over-fitting or not accurate classifiers. Thus, data preprocessing 

techniques are essential for data mining. Good preprocessing can improve the quality of 

the data, thereby helping to increase the accuracy and efficiency of the classifier. A series 
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of data preprocessing techniques can be used, for example data cleaning or reduction. 

Cleaning means removal of the noisy data which can make the classifier mistaken. 

Reduction means subtraction of the data-size by aggregating and eliminating of the 
redundant or very similar (correlated) features. [9] 

Each type of data requires different approach for preprocessing. Probe data from 

semiconductor manufacturing are stored in files generated by probers (probe tools) or 

retrieved from SQL databases. Therefore, all the available data from different sources 

should be considered for preprocessing. In this paper, preprocessing of data described is 

done by filtering the data, cleaning data and also performing transformations on those 

data (Figure 5).   

The basic problem with creation of the training dataset is unequal sample-size. 

Therefore, the appropriate dataset for training of the classifier contains equal number of 

training data for each class. The dataset presented in this paper was generated from 

observation and replicating some real defects and patterns. This was done for having 
high-quality data and avoiding the imbalanced sample-sizes.  

The transformation steps described below are shown to understand how the defect 

wafer maps represented as matrixes can be transformed to vectors. The top part Figure 5 

is actually the top part of the wafer (first 3 rows) represented in the Figure 1 - Example 

of the wafer map. The maps are available for each wafer as binary matrixes, however the 

classifier presented in this article requires vectors instead of matrixes. 

 

 
 

 

Figure 5. Example of the transformation step from a wafer map to a binary vector 

 

Figure 5 shows the transformation steps from wafer map matrix to vector by joining 
all rows:  

row 1 + row 2 + row 3 + … = result vector. 
 

The result vector is interpreted as an array of binary values (the term array comes 

from programming languages). Each cell of the vector (array) contains 0 or 1 value. The 

number of input vector cells equals to the number of input neurons. All the neurons of 

the input layer (input neurons) are fully interconnected with all neurons of the first hidden 

layer of the neural network. Always when new item is provided to a neural network, it is 

provided to the input layer of this network. 
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3.3. The classification using Multilayer Feed-forward Neural Network 

The techniques for classification of the wafer maps can be also used as supportive 

techniques for defect recognition. The machine-learning methods help to classify the 
wafer maps and recognize the patterns, which are useful for identification of the 

bottlenecks in the manufacturing process. The classification is a process that is closely 

related to the pattern recognition. The neural network trained for classification is 

designed to take input samples and classify them into groups (classes) [10, 11]. The set 

of the features given is represented by the cells of the binary values in the vector. The 

decision to be made is to which class number the value belongs. The given features can 

be filled into an input vector x, also known as result vector in Figure 5. Being given a set 

of pattern samples, where each consists of a vector of the attribute values and the 

corresponding class label, the classifier will be trained to group the wafer maps. [12]  

The Feed-forward is a common architecture for data classification. The Feed-

forward with more hidden layers is commonly used with the supervised training 
algorithm called Back-Propagation. “Back-Propagation training of the neural network 

searches for a set of weights and biases that most accurately predicts value from input 

samples. Once we have these weight and bias values, we could apply them to an 

upcoming dataset of items to classify them.” [13, 14] 

The supervised training is deducted from the training dataset. [10] The labeled data 

transformed into vectors is necessary for training the neural network.  

“The training of the neural network is the process of finding a set of weight and 

bias values. For a given set of inputs, the outputs produced by the neural network are 

very close to some target values.” [13]  

3.4. Design and Configuration 

Nowadays, the deep learning is a popular term in the research community. Today, many 

neural networks are still based upon manual design and configuration due to practical 
and performance reasons. A person having knowledge about the specific application 

specifies a network architecture, configuration and activation dynamics. This is perhaps 

not surprising, given the fact that the general space of possible neural networks is large 

and complex. The automatically searching for an optimal network architecture may be 

computationally intractable or impractical for complex applications [15, 16]. Feed-

forward network begins with input layer. The input layer is connected to hidden layers, 

which are connected to the output layer.  

In this case the neural network is used to solve a classification problem. Items are 

classified into separate groups. Each output neuron represent specific pattern. [10] More 

information about the selection of the optimal neural network architecture and activation 

functions has been published in the paper named “Finding an Optimal Configuration of 
the Feed-forward Neural Network”. [17]  

The four-layered feed-forward network with hyperbolic-tangent activation function 

in hidden layer and soft-max activation function in the output layer neurons is trained 

using the scaled conjugate gradient back-propagation training algorithm. The training of 

the neural network automatically stops when generalization stops improving, as 

indicated by an increase in the cross-entropy error of the validation items. The example 

of designed neural network is showed in Figure 6.  
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Figure 6. The designed Feed-forward multilayer neural network 

 

The Table 1 below shows more detailed description of four layers included in the 

designed neural network from Figure 6. 

 

Table 1. Description of layers. 

Layer Number of Neurons Activation Function 
Input         - dependent on wafer size -  

Hidden 1 35 Hyperbolic tangent 

Hidden 2 

Output 

10 

6 

Hyperbolic tangent 

Softmax 

 

 

The hyperbolic tangent activation function (tanh) is used for neurons of the hidden 

layers. This activation function has been chosen for hidden layer because it returns both 

positive and negative values. When graphed, the hyperbolic tangent function looks quite 

similar to the log-sigmoid function.  
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Figure 7. Hyperbolic tangent activation function. 

 

The important difference between log-sigmoid and tanh is that tanh function returns a 

value between -1 and +1 instead of a value between 0 and 1. The algebraic expression of 

the hyperbolic tangent activation function from the family of hyperbolic functions is 
illustrated bellow (1). 

 

                           (1) 

 
The softmax activation function is popular as activation function for the output 

neurons of the feed-forward neural network. A softmax converts an arbitrary real-valued 

vector into a multinomial probability vector. It is used in the classification problems. 

This is the version of winner-take-all nonlinearity, in which maximum output is 

transformed to 1.0. The winner-neuron is activated and exactly the one neuron always 

wins. 

 

                   (2) 

4. Experiment 

A neural network was designed and trained for classification of the wafer maps. 

Back-propagation as a supervised training has been used for the training of the neural 

network. [18], [19], [20] The experiment was performed in R environment by using R 

studio and MxNet library. 

4.1. Dataset Description 

The training dataset contains the row data (transformed wafer-defect maps) 

represented by binary parameters. The goal is to classify the items into 6 categories 

(patterns). These patterns have been created based on real wafer-defects observed during 

manufacturing process. The defects are divided into six groups. One group contains 

random defects, and next five groups contains patters, e.g. ring-center, ring-center filled, 
right top edge, edge top side, scratch. A whole dataset consists of 862 items. The dataset 

has been divided into two subsets. The first subset includes 518 items. It is used for 
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computing the gradient and updating the network weights and biases. The second subset 

includes 344 test items. It is used for measurement of the neural network accuracy. 

4.2. Training, Validation and Results 

The four-layered feed-forward network with hyperbolic tangent hidden and soft-

max output neurons is trained using scaled conjugate gradient back-propagation training 

algorithm with a learning rate of 0.02. The training of neural network automatically stops 

when generalization stops improving. It is indicated by an increase in the cross-entropy 

error of the validation items. The goal is to avoid the over-fitting of the classifier. 

Therefore, the neural network should be trained as accurate as possible but not over-

trained. 

  

  
 

Figure 8. Part of the Training State Plot – Validation Checks 
 

The plot with the validation performance (Figure 8) shows the results of the 

validation error during the training process. The X-axis represents the trainings rounds 

and the Y-axis represents the training accuracy or error value. The best results of the 

validation are indicated at epoch 15. The best validation performance at this epoch is 

when error value is 0.19 (validation accuracy is 99.81%).  

           

Figure 9. Test Confusion Matrix. 
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The results of the classification testing accuracy are visualized using confusion 

matrix. The confusion matrix (Figure 9) shows the items number and its percentage 

classified correctly or misclassified to each class. Overall accuracy of designed classifier 
(feed-forward neural network) is 99.4% using independent testing dataset.           

5. Conclusion 

This paper shows a way of improving the yield using the machine-learning supportive 

technique called classification. The wafer-defect maps are classified, using a multilayer 

feed-forward neural network, into six groups: random defects, ring-center pattern, ring-

center filled pattern, right top edge pattern, edge top side pattern, scratch pattern. One 

group is non-pattern and five are pattern groups. The network is trained by back-

propagation training algorithm.  

The training dataset was composed by 862 items: 518 items are used for computing 

the gradient and updating the network weights and biases are 344 items are used for 

measuring the neural network accuracy. A four-layered feed-forward network with 
hyperbolic tangent activation function on hidden layer and with soft-max activation 

function on output layer was trained. The training algorithm used is scaled conjugate 

gradient back-propagation. It is shown that the lowest validation error value is 0.19 in 

the epoch 15 when the neural network stopped improving. Using the confusion matrix 

(Figure 8), it is shown that 342 items with percentage 99.4% were classified correctly to 

given groups and 2 items with percentage 0.6% were misclassified.  

The overall accuracy of proposed method for improving of yield which is using 

custom designed classifier (feed-forward neural network) is 99.4%. The accuracy was 

measured using an independent testing dataset.  
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